Knovel® for engineering education

Knovel’s interactive tools allow for quick screening of new ideas, assessing their feasibility and determining the best course of action.

Knovel makes engineering knowledge discoverable and actionable. With its focused and targeted results which includes manuals, graphs, equations, tables, and charts, students get to the knowledge and technical information they need, fast.

Readily find trusted, citable, information that can inform your decisions

Actionable data from data analysis tools

Share with students and colleagues

Give your students the edge

Project-based learning using engineering resources and tools used by professionals in the field allows students to be better prepared for their future careers in a technology-driven workplace.
What can Knovel® do?

Knovel is an engineering knowledge platform that supports students and educators

- Access curated trusted references & data from 165+ content partners
- Built-in interactive equation, worksheets, tables, & graphs
- Reduce reliance on expensive textbooks
- Build and augment syllabi and coursework with interactive references and exercises

165+ content partners

And more ....

Contact your Engineering Solutions Consultant about your organization's needs.
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